A systematic characterization of genes underlying both complex and Mendelian diseases.
Traditionally, genetic disorders have been classified as either Mendelian diseases or complex diseases. This nosology has greatly benefited genetic counseling and the development of gene mapping strategies. However, based on two well-established databases, we identified that 54% (524 of 968) of the Mendelian disease genes were also involved in complex diseases, and this kind of genes has not been systematically analyzed. Here, we classified human genes into five categories: Mendelian and complex disease (MC) genes, Mendelian but not complex disease (MNC) genes, complex but not Mendelian disease (CNM) genes, essential genes and OTHER genes. First, we found that MC genes were associated with more diseases and phenotypes, and were involved in more complex protein-protein interaction network than MNC or CNM genes on average. Secondly, MC genes encoded the longest proteins and had the highest transcript count among all gene categories. Especially, tissue specificity of MC genes was much higher than that of any other gene categories (P < 7.5 × 10(-5)), although their expression level was similar to that of essential genes. Thirdly, evidences from different aspects supported that MC genes have been subjected to both purifying and positive selection. Interestingly, functions of some human disease genes might be different from those of their orthologous genes in non-primate mammalians since they were even less conserved than OTHER genes. The significant over-representation of copy number variations (CNVs) in CNM genes suggested the important roles of CNVs in complex diseases. In brief, our study not only revealed the characteristics of MC genes, but also provided new insights into the other four gene categories.